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Background, Strategy and Planning
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What is the purpose of this report?

This report summarizes work planned and completed by the Indiana Transportation Museum 

(ITM) to maintain track and roadway (the physical plant) owned by the Hoosier Heritage Port 

Authority (HHPA) and used by ITM during calendar year 2009.  Maintenance of the railroad 

physical plant, an enormous undertaking,  is one small fraction of the total effort ITM devotes 

to preservation and education. 

What creates the need for maintenance? 

The overriding cause of deterioration on lightly trafficked railroad lines like this one, including 

those carrying freight, is not wear through use, but time and the effects of weather. For 

example, the life of a tie is about 30 years. There are 3,200 per mile so, on average 1/30 of 

the total or about 107 will fail every year.  Left unchecked, the rate of deterioration is not 

linear but increases exponentially. 

The scale of the maintenance challenge

Addressing the challenge of maintaining nearly 40 miles of railroad, 7 major and numerous 

smaller bridges; 79 road crossings and 25 signal installations, all under Federal regulations 

and across 18 different government jurisdictions, demands planning and action on an 

industrial scale. The job is unlike those most people will encounter.

An initiative to improve efficiencies

In 2007, ITM conducted a reconnaissance survey to determine the track condition and 

maintenance needs. The survey revealed the track to be safe, but in need of substantial 

rehabilitation to reverse neglect dating back to the 1970’s.  The survey led to an initiative 

aimed at introducing railroad industry track maintenance standards, planning and production 

methods. The goal: to achieve more work from the limited dollars available.

Background, strategy and planning

Background
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History of the maintenance dilemma

The deterioration ITM faced began accumulating while the line was still in the hands of its 

freight railroad owners. The last major investment in track maintenance took place in 1978.  

ITM had traditionally been wary of committing large sums to long-term investments in track 

due to continuing uncertainty over near-term government plans for the railroad. Under those 

circumstances, sound business practice argued against taking a long range view. As a result, 

maintenance expenditures tended to be limited to those absolutely necessary each year. 

The motivation for change

Significant maintenance might have been deferred awhile longer. Doing so, however, could 

have adversely affected new initiatives  to increase the Museum’s stature in the community, 

recruit community leaders and become a reliable partner in advancing tourism-driven 

economic development.

An independent validation of maintenance strategies

In 2008, as part of the implementation of a mechanism to match the timing of maintenance 

expenditures with seasonal cash flows, the Museum Board engaged Mr. Robert Ahlf, a widely 

known professional engineer in the railroad industry from Chicago. His independent analysis 

confirmed the 2007 findings and maintenance strategy.

Background, strategy and planning
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Maintaining railroad property is fairly straightforward in concept. The process relies on frequent 

inspections and testing, and the repair or replacement of components as needed. Standards and the 

qualifications of personnel are defined—as are the actions required in response to conditions—by 

Federal regulations under 49CFR § 213. 

Inspections

Track, while in use, must be inspected by a qualified inspector (49CFR §213.7) 

twice weekly. An inspector must also walk the entire route at least once a 

year to give it a close visual inspection

Signals must be inspected and circuitry tested by a qualified inspector once every 

30 days with more intensive testing conducted on quarterly, annual and 5 

year cycles (49CFR §234 to 236).

Bridges are inspected by a licensed engineer once a year. Bridge inspections while 

not yet mandatory under Federal rules (49CFR §213 Appendix C) are 

expected by the industry to be required within the next few years.  

Repairs or replacement

There are five major types of repair and replacement work:

Track: Replacing ties, aligning, leveling and tamping track, replacing defective 

joints and tightening bolts, replacing defective rails.

Highway crossings: Rebuilding or repairing

Bridges, drainage structures: Repairs to bridges, culverts and ditches.

Signals: Testing and repairing lights, relays, circuitry and signs.

Vegetation control: Contract spraying and cutting of brush and weeds

Background, strategy and planning

Types of work
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Track maintenance materials are made for heavy use, have long lives and are consequently not 

cheap. The effort required to make repairs or renewals even with machinery, is labor intensive.   

Industry figures for light density railroads show average annual maintenance costs – for track in good 

condition — run between $8,000 and $10,000 per mile.  This suggests expenditures for ITM track 

maintenance should range between at least $280,000 to $350,000 per year, exclusive of signal 

expense. The actual cash outlay may be somewhat less due to ITM’s ability to leverage volunteer 

labor, donated equipment, services and material

Maintenance expenses in 2009 for 35 miles of track and signals accounted for $249,900 or 39% of 

ITM’s total budget.  Of this amount, $210,800 was spent on track and road crossings with $45,000 of 

that provided by the HHPA for pavement repairs and rebuilding at road crossings.  

The figures above do not include the value of significant items contributed by the local communities, 

the State of Indiana and ITM: 

• Skilled volunteer labor (machine operators, mechanics, welders, inspectors) contributed 

to this function. Over 2,163 hours were provided in 2009 at an estimated value1 of 

$43,800. 

• Equipment: Specialized track maintenance machinery provided by ITM for a period of six 

weeks: $19,200. Valuation is based on commercial rental rates for similar machines.

• Rail: New rail provided by ITM from inventory for road crossing reconstruction is valued in 

today’s market at $8,000.

• Indiana DOT: A grade crossing improvement grant for vegetation control: $24,750 of a 

$35,000 grant was drawn down in 2009.

• Asphalt, labor, traffic control engineering and devices contributed by the Town of Fishers 

to improve road crossings are conservatively estimated at: $12,000.

Including the value of these items raises the investment in track maintenance for 2009 to $367,000.   

Details are shown in the table on the following page.  

Background, strategy and planning

1. Source: Independent Sector Organization.
Value of non-profit volunteer labor hours, 2009

Costs
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ITM is one of the few museum or heritage railroads covering most of the track maintenance cost out 

of visitor revenues.  Many receive regular government assistance or partially offset maintenance costs 

by providing limited freight service. These strategies free visitor revenue for program development 

and enhancing visitor experiences.  ITM and the Port Authority have occasionally received Federal 

Highway Administration Transportation Enhancement (TEA) grants. Most of these funds, however, go 

toward catching up deferred maintenance rather than advancing the baseline level. 

Background, strategy and planning

Budget summary - 2009

Total railroad maintenance expenditures

track and signals  - 2009

Cash expenditures 

Labor 37,050$   

Ties 70,622     

Other track material (OTM)
1. 21,201     

Equipment maintenance 20,676     

Fuel 7,080       

Ballast 1,749       

Highway crossing maintenance
2. 52,461     

Total track 210,839 

Signal maintenance 25,567     

Signal electric power 13,516     

Total signal 39,084   

Total track and signal cash expenditures 249,922 

Additional contributions by ITM and others

Skilled volunteer labor 2,163 hours
3. 43,801     

Track maintenance machinery value
4. 19,250     

New rail, 115lb./yd.; 4.2 tons provided by ITM
6. 8,012       

State grant for brush control at crossings
5. 24,750     

Total value additional contributions 95,813   

Total investment in track and signal maintenance - 2009: 345,735 

1. Includes joint bars, bolts, spikes, tie plates

2. Includes $45,000 provided by the HHPA

3. Valuation source: Independent Sector organization:  www.independentsector.org

4. Rental Machinery Bluebook, BLS inflation adjusted

5. Current valuation provided by Birmingham Rail Co., Birmingham AL

6. Grant obtained by HHPA. $35,000 total.  $24,750 drawndown. work defined and supervised

by ITM
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Allocation of maintenance resources is based on an annual plan shaped by the institution’s overall 

business strategy and projections of expected annual revenue. This is similar to the methodology  

employed by freight railroads.  Six factors weight the calculus that determines where funds are spent:

1. Safety

The first and most important one is safety of the public, of the visitors (passengers) 

and workers. The line south of Noblesville receives slightly greater weight due to 

higher population density and road crossing frequency.

2. Traffic volume and revenue

Visitor traffic and revenue is evaluated based on where it is generated along the 

railroad. Segments of the line that are more productive receive greater weight than 

less productive ones. For maintenance purposes, visitor traffic is evaluated 

between Noblesville and Indianapolis and between Noblesville and Tipton. 

3. Market considerations

Where and when trains operate is driven by customers’  interests in Museum 

product offerings. These are determined through market research and historical   

patterns. Other factors include the needs of the Museum’s business partners, 

among them are the local communities along the railroad; and the tourism 

development objectives of the Hamilton County Convention and Visitors’ Bureau. 

Background, strategy and planning

Factors that determine where money is spent

Productivity of line segments

passengers and revenue - 2008

Line Passengers Revenue % of Total

Segment generated revenue

Tipton

to 12,531       145,746$   36%

Noblesville 

Noblesville 

to 33,561       255,606     64%

Indianapolis

Totals 46,092       401,352     100%
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4. Financial and customer satisfaction issues

These are also used to weight the analysis:

The impact on cash flows due to timing of revenue. 

Trains operating north of Noblesville, while currently contributing less overall 

revenue, make important contributions to early-season cash flows.

The flexibility to adjust operations

Trains operating north of Noblesville generally have some additional latitude to 

adjust running times or trip duration to accommodate varying track 

conditions. However, customer tolerance limits travel time to a maximum of 

one hour each way. 

By contrast, the FairTrain, the primary operation on the south end of the 

railroad and the Museum’s major fund raiser, must maximize frequency to 

meet the demand for capacity and in turn maximize revenues.  During peak 

ridership hours, there is little tolerance in schedules for delay.

5. Existing right of way and track conditions

Track conditions govern the permissible safe operating speed over a given section 

of track and the ability to meet operating, financial and customer expectations.

These conditions include the status of:

• Bridges, culverts, ditches

• Signals and highway grade crossings

• Vegetation control

• Track geometry: the alignment and level of the track structure

• Ties, rails, joints and other individual components

• Ballast and roadbed

6. Available Funds

Given the large amount of deferred maintenance it is not possible to correct all of 

the problems at one time. Fortunately, track conditions vary from mile to mile. 

Repairs are made to one or more sections (measured between mileposts) judged to 

be most in need of work.  Sufficient repairs are made at one time to avoid 

disturbing the track again for 2 to 3 years.

Background, strategy and planning
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Within the bounds of the resource allocation strategy,  priorities are assigned in the following order: 

• Bridges and other structures subject to forces of nature that support roadbed and track

• Signals and public safety

• Vegetation control - a Federal safety issue. 

• Repair rail or joint defects that require dropping the line below FRA Class II status.

• Fixing track geometry problems that lower the FRA Classification. 

• Crosstie maintenance

❖ Correcting tie defects (number or spacing) that lower the FRA classification.

❖ Adding ties to stretches of marginal ties to help prolong their lives.

❖ Adding ties where the track alignment and level are in danger of being lost either 

through poor tie conditions or poor roadbed conditions.

When track loses its alignment and level, impact forces and differential loading from rocking 

equipment accelerate the wear on affected ties and roadbed. Speed must be reduced until alignment 

and level deficiencies are restored. Substantially more ties must be installed to do this than if the 

problem had been prevented from developing.  Additional ties enable repositioning the track structure 

without warping it and, once moved, permit it to retain its new geometry.

Background, strategy and planning

Right: Track that is 

starting to become 

rough.  

Rail joints (arrow) are 

subject to wheel 

impact. Eventually the 

ties sag into the stone. 

Then they must be 

raised and stone 

tamped underneath.  

Good ties are 

necessary to do this.  

Poor tie conditions, 

loose bolts and poor 

ballast conditions 

accelerate the 

deterioration at joints.

Left: Yellow paint marks 

ties for replacement in a 

particularly bad stretch.

A tie that no longer 

supports the rail but is still 

solid enough to hold the 

ballast stone keeps other 

ties from shifting and the 

track in alignment.

Setting Priorities
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Long-term, the tie replacement program has three goals:

1. To stabilize the railroad and permit safe, reliable operation of segments in a manner that 

exceeds customer expectations for trip duration and ride quality.

2. To install sufficient ties so that track can be aligned and leveled to equalize the wear on all 

components and maximize the remaining life of aging or marginal ones.

3. To perform enough work at one time to a 5 to 10 mile stretch of track so that it will not 

require significant attention again for 5 to 7 years. This will permit transitioning to a cyclical 

maintenance strategy and increase the productivity of maintenance equipment and labor.

Implementation

The tie replacement and track maintenance process described in the preceding sections differs 

considerably from those employed by large railroads. There, the availability of financial resources and 

the demand for production and labor efficiencies enable replacing all of the ties at one time that will 

not last through the next maintenance cycle.  Here, given the limited availability of funds, no tie is 

replaced if it is likely to last another two years. 

Background, strategy and planning

Track maintenance goals
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The start of the planning process begins in the Fall and concludes each Spring with a series of 

inspections made on foot over every mile of track.  One pass identifies and inventories rail joints that 

need attention. At least two additional passes are made to mark defective ties for replacement. The 

results of these efforts are recorded in tabular form for analysis and work planning.  Selection of ties 

for replacement is determined by their position relative to other ties rather than the total number 

defective in a particular mile. The inventory example below illustrates the tie inspection inventory on 

one segment between Indianapolis to Fishers.

There are 3,200 ties to inspect in each mile of track. Together with marking and counting this takes 

approximately 6 to 8 hours per mile or about 128 labor hours between Indianapolis and Fishers alone. 

It takes about 30 working days to cover the line from Indianapolis to Tipton. 

Background, strategy and planning

Planning - physical inspections

Crosstie inventory - 2009

Indianapolis to Fishers line segment - 12 miles

Mile post Ties marked Total defective Comment

for replacement or missing

4.5 to 5 117 not comparable Partial mile

5 to 6 313 not comparable Incl. bridge and large

road crossings

6 to 7 189 1,270    

7 to 8 204 1,524    

8 to 9 202 1,339    

9 to 10 439 1,826    

10 to 11 528 1,559    

11 to 12 222 1,396    

12 to 13 99 1,323    

13 to 14 215 1,048    

14 to 15 774 1,810    

15 to 16 732 2,438    

16 to 16.25 98 not comparable Partial mile

Totals 4,132  15,533  
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Background, strategy and planning

Bridge inspections were 

performed and an inspection 

report produced by Kelly 

Engineering of Boone IA.  

Robert Kelly, PE, was in charge 

of bridges for the Chicago & 

North Western Railroad, a major 

Class I carrier.

Two of the many beautiful Civil-War era limestone arch bridges along the line. The railroad began operations in 1851

Left: Cheeney Creek near Fishers.   Right: near Castleton. 

Planning - annual bridge inspections

Railroad Bridge inspection Report

For

Indiana Transportation Museum, Inc.

2009 

Kelly Engineering Company

Above: Bridge 5.50 a two-span 223 foot long pony truss bridge over Fall Creek at 

Indianapolis, built 1910. 
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Previously, ITM arranged for all major track work to be performed by contractors on a time and 

material basis. This placed the productivity risk on ITM and offered few incentives for contractors to 

share production efficiencies.   ITM’s Board formed a track planning committee to review the way 

annual work was conducted and to recommend improvements that would provide better stewardship 

of the scarce dollars earned from operations or provided by the community.  

One outcome was to shift payment for large project work to more easily audited lump-sum and unit 

cost bases.  Terms and payments are negotiated in advance.  Payment for tie installation is now made 

on the basis of ties installed rather than total labor hours expended.  

To accomplish this in a fair manner, ITM costs were benchmarked against regional track contractors’ 

tie installation rates.  Commercial track equipment costs (rental bluebook rates), production rates and 

fuel consumption rates were used to decompose the quotes and obtain an estimated labor rate per tie 

installed.  These were used to negotiate a reasonable per tie rate with the contractor employed by 

ITM.   

Background, strategy and planning

Efficiency and stewardship of resources

Tie installation labor analysis

benchmark quotes - 2009

Company
1 Total cost Unit cost

A 68,400$   23$     

B 65,910     22       

C 54,360     18       

1. Company name concealed to protect competitive

information. Name available on request.
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What do they contribute?

Volunteers contributed over 2,160 hours to skilled track maintenance tasks between April and 

November of 2009.  While this is a small percentage of all the volunteer time contributed--the 

majority goes into administration, operating the Museum for visitors and school children, and into 

maintaining historic cars and locomotives—the track work volunteers play a huge role in keeping the 

railroad in working order. Their efforts go into hundreds of time-consuming tasks that range from 

inspections and brush cutting to sign maintenance and repairing rail joints.  Contractors are used on 

major projects, but volunteers often work alongside these people to supplement their efforts.

Why do they do it?

Why would a CPA, a teacher or a licensed engineer volunteer for 8 to 10 hours of manual labor or 

work in the 120 degree heat of a track machine’s cab all day?  Why would these people subject 

themselves to personal risk of fines for unintentional violations of Federal regulations? By no stretch 

of the imagination could this be considered play. 

In a world where most work in the U.S. today is performed behind a desk, part of the answer lies in 

the satisfaction of overcoming physical challenges.  Some can be found in the exercise or camaraderie 

it affords.  But, ask most of these men and women why they volunteer and the answers have a 

common theme:  The work keeps alive the heritage of an industry that built America; and, the 

heritage railroad is a wonderful asset for the people of central Indiana now and for future generations.

Background, strategy and planning

Tightening joints. Volunteer and CPA,  Paul 

Brankle (white shirt) and crew use a power 

wrench to tighten some of the 1,300 bolts 

found in every mile of track.

The role of volunteers

Keeping Indiana’s heritage alive plays an important 

role in motivating volunteers. Track crew on the same 

Nickel Plate Railroad at Atlanta, Indiana ca. 1910.

Knowing where we’ve come 

from is essential to knowing 

where we’re going.  

Volunteers preserve a legacy 

for future generations. 
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SECTION 2

Track Maintenance Summary
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Track maintenance

Left:  Loading a flatcar.  Ties delivered by truck are transloaded 
onto a flatcar for distribution along the railroad.  Truck unloading 
and railcar loading is donated by the Quikcrete Company.

Below left and center:  Positioning new ties.   Ties must be 
positioned where they are to be inserted in the track. Volunteer 
Don Whiteman unloads and places one of over 3,500 ties.

Right:  Ready to install.  Ties laid out south of 116th St. 
Fishers ready to be installed.

Annual tie replacement program
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Track maintenance

Right:  Removing old ties. On the first pass, old ties 

are removed by the tie inserter.  After space in the 

ballast stone is excavated by the scarifier machine 

will return to insert a new tie.

Bottom right:  Digging a hole.  The scarifier machine 

digs a hole in the ballast to make way for installing a 

new tie.  

Left:  Pulling spikes.  Replacing ties begins with pulling some 
14,000 spikes.  Even with machinery, track work is still heavy 
labor.

Annual tie replacement program

Left: Filling in around the ties.  After ties are 
spiked in place, stone must be replaced to 
keep ties from shifting,   Union Pacific Railroad 
track foreman and ITM volunteer Mike Winkler 
supervises use of the ballast regulator to 
remove excess stone from the track.
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SECTION 3

Grade Crossing 
Rebuilding and Repair
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Grade crossings, when in poor shape, are a source of public complaints for ITM and government 

officials. They are also a significant annual budget item.  ITM was fortunate to receive assistance from 

the State of Indiana, the HHPA, and the Town of Fishers to assist with rebuilding one crossing and 

repairing three others. By rebuilding the Lantern Road crossing, its life expectancy should now be 

between 10 and 15 years. Funding and in-kind assistance from these entities freed additional money 

for track maintenance and improved the over all public perception of the railroad.

During 2009, a total of 7 crossings received work ranging from a complete rebuild to patching.

• Lantern Road, Fishers – Rebuild

• Fishers Point Boulevard, Fishers – Complete resurfacing

• 131st. Street, Fishers – Patching and rail replacement

• 126th Street, Fishers – Patching and improvements to drainage

• Sutherland Avenue, Indianapolis  – Partial resurfacing and rail replacement

• 22nd Street, Indianapolis – Removal of unused rail and patching

• Jackson St., Cicero – Re-bolt flangeway timbers

The table below summarizes repairs to the Fishers crossings using funds provided by the Hoosier 

Heritage Port Authority.

Crossing rebuilding

Introduction 

Summary  -
All HHPA funded road crossing maintenance - 2009

Lantern Road Rebuilding
1.,2.,3. 41,205$   

Other Crossing Repair 3,795       

Total All Crossing Work Funded by HHPA
5. 45,000     

Notes

1. Value of equipment, new rail and volunteer time is not included in this

analysis. Value of rail provided based on 11-18-2009 price from

Birmingham Rail Corp. is $8,012

2. Actual cost per track foot - Lantern Rd. including rail 447$                

3. Total funds provided by HHPA $45,000
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Crossing rebuilding – Lantern Road, Fishers, IN

Before: Lantern Road 

crossing. Timbers are 

loose or rotten, rails are 

loose and  bent by 

snowplows, mud is 

flowing out of crossing 

(arrow) at lower left.

First step: Preparation of 

a detailed survey to 

identify design issues, 

provide the basis for 

detailed material 

estimates and labor costs.

Lantern Road – engineering survey
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Crossing rebuilding

Modulus transition strip. 
Asphalt base matl. 24” x 
10” deep Both sides. May 

be laid as part of track 
area base.  3” lifts max.

20-3/8” +
to crown of 
subgrade

This distance to be 
level with top 

plane of rails. Both 

sides

12” Min. depth

1-1/2” Surface

7” Base.

4” Min. to crown

8” Min.to tie bottom

10” Min.

24” Min.

Crown both 
subgrade & 
subballast 4”Coarse fill sand inside 

edge of trench to edge of 
track excavation. Fill to 

top elevation of subballast 
Both sides. Inside 

edge of 

trench to 

be 6” Min. 

beyond 

end of tie

12” Min.

Place 1” of #53 stone over 
tie plates and fasteners to 
permit future removal of 

asphalt for maintenance.

HiRail Corp. 
rubber 
flangeway 

filler

Edge of 
existing 
road

6” AASHTO Corr. perf. plastic flex 
drain with filter sock. Place  2” of 
sand before placing pipes both 

sides.

Corrugated drain pipe to slope ¼” per foot 
away from centerline of roadway toward  

outside of crossing on each side.

Rail height (nominal) 6 5/8"

Tie plate thickness 3/4"

Tie thickness 9     "

Ballast layer 10     "

Subballast layer 6     "

Total depth of structure 32 3/8"

heavy  dashed 

line denotes 
AREMA Spec. 12 
OZ. geotextile

Modulus transition strip. 
Asphalt base matl. 24” x 
10” deep Both sides. May 

be laid as part of track 
area base.  3” lifts max.

20-3/8” +
to crown of 
subgrade

This distance to be 
level with top 

plane of rails. Both 

sides

This distance to be 
level with top 

plane of rails. Both 

sides

12” Min. depth

1-1/2” Surface

7” Base.

4” Min. to crown

8” Min.to tie bottom

10” Min.10” Min.

24” Min.24” Min.

Crown both 
subgrade & 
subballast 4”Coarse fill sand inside 

edge of trench to edge of 
track excavation. Fill to 

top elevation of subballast 
Both sides. Inside 

edge of 

trench to 

be 6” Min. 

beyond 

end of tie

Inside 

edge of 

trench to 

be 6” Min. 

beyond 

end of tie

12” Min.12” Min.

Place 1” of #53 stone over 
tie plates and fasteners to 
permit future removal of 

asphalt for maintenance.

HiRail Corp. 
rubber 
flangeway 

filler

Edge of 
existing 
road

6” AASHTO Corr. perf. plastic flex 
drain with filter sock. Place  2” of 
sand before placing pipes both 

sides.

Corrugated drain pipe to slope ¼” per foot 
away from centerline of roadway toward  

outside of crossing on each side.

6” AASHTO Corr. perf. plastic flex 
drain with filter sock. Place  2” of 
sand before placing pipes both 

sides.

Corrugated drain pipe to slope ¼” per foot 
away from centerline of roadway toward  

outside of crossing on each side.

Rail height (nominal) 6 5/8"

Tie plate thickness 3/4"

Tie thickness 9     "

Ballast layer 10     "

Subballast layer 6     "

Total depth of structure 32 3/8"

heavy  dashed 

line denotes 
AREMA Spec. 12 
OZ. geotextile

Geotextile is continuous through 

crossing area. 

Geotextile fabric to extend 15’ 

minimum beyond edges of pavement.

Use of 7x9 ties to extend 20’ 

beyond edges of pavement

Paving and Track Layout Details

Drawn: JSJ            NOT TO SCALE

5-25-09

Excavate 

24” beyond 

ends of ties, 

both sides of 

track.

Crossing to extend 24” 

beyond edge of paved road 

each side for length of tie.

Taper to meet edge of road 

at edge of excavation

Taper asphalt 

on all edges 

450.

Light dotted line 

indicates area of 

AREA Spec 

12 Oz. geotextile

Excavate 20’

beyond

pavement 

both ends 

of crossing

Edge of 

excavation

Approach length to be 

approx. 10’  for each 1” 

that rail is raised above 

existing pavement 

height for roadway 

speed of 30 mph.

Mill existing asphalt 1” deep and 18” wide 

at joint location across width of roadway to 

avoid feather –edge overlap.

Geotextile is continuous through 

crossing area. 

Geotextile fabric to extend 15’ 

minimum beyond edges of pavement.

Use of 7x9 ties to extend 20’ 

beyond edges of pavement

Paving and Track Layout Details

Drawn: JSJ            NOT TO SCALE

5-25-09

Excavate 

24” beyond 

ends of ties, 

both sides of 

track.

Crossing to extend 24” 

beyond edge of paved road 

each side for length of tie.

Taper to meet edge of road 

at edge of excavation

Taper asphalt 

on all edges 

450.

Light dotted line 

indicates area of 

AREA Spec 

12 Oz. geotextile

Excavate 20’

beyond

pavement 

both ends 

of crossing

Edge of 

excavation

Approach length to be 

approx. 10’  for each 1” 

that rail is raised above 

existing pavement 

height for roadway 

speed of 30 mph.

Mill existing asphalt 1” deep and 18” wide 

at joint location across width of roadway to 

avoid feather –edge overlap.

Detailed designs and specifications adapted from the 

American Railroad Engineering and Maintenance 

Association (AREMA) were prepared for estimating 

and for the guidance of contractors

Following the strategy developed to increase 

economies from the tie contractors, crossing labor 

costs were also benchmarked by obtaining quotes 

based on designs and specifications shown here. 

Preparing specifications and drawings; benchmarking costs

21 pages

Specifications for the Installation of 

Railroad Grade Crossings

Highway crossing rehabilitation -

Labor and equipment costs

benchmark quotes - 2009

Company
1 Labor and Track feet Unit cost

equipment cost per foot

A 11,823$   110 107$     

C 25,744     110 234       

B 22,537     110 205       

1. Company name concealed to protect vendor's competitive

information. Names available to HHPA on request.
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Crossing rebuilding

Demolition, excavation and grading

Clockwise from top left:

Demolition begins. Workers cut and remove asphalt paving and pull spikes holding rail to ties.

A big hole.  Excavator at work removing old railroad roadbed while surveyor monitors depth. When complete excavation 

measured 15 feet wide, 2 feet deep and 120 feet long.

Planning ahead. Conduit is installed for future crossing signals. 

Preparing the roadbed.  Excavator spreads sub-ballast stone over geotextile (black fabric) which keeps subgrade material from 

mixing with the ballast stone
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Crossing rebuilding

Track construction

Clockwise from top left:

Checking elevation.  Supervisor Pete McCormack ensures a quality job.  Constant checking with laser insures completed track comes 

out at the correct elevation in relationship to the surface of the street.

Placing ties.  Hardwood crossties to support the rail are placed on the sub-grade and spaced exactly 18” apart.

Beginning to look like track.   Excavator and truck crane place the first of four pieces of rail weighing 115 lbs to the yard.
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Crossing rebuilding

Rail welding; aligning and leveling completed track

Clockwise from top left:

Aligning rails for welding.  John Mc Cormack adjusts 

rails for no more than 1/32 of an inch variation.

Fitting the molds.  Molds to hold the molten steel are 

fitted to the rail. 

Preheating.   Ends of rail are preheated to permit 

new weld metal to bond securely. 

Moment of truth. Molten steel pours from crucible 

into the mold. When cool, weld will be ground to 

match shape of the rail.

Aligning, leveling and tamping track. With welds 

complete, track is brought into final alignment.
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Crossing rebuilding

Paving

Clockwise from top left:

Cutting a keyway.  Notch in existing road will 

receive new material and prevent chipping of  

pavement at the joint.

Compaction. Stone beyond ends of ties is 

compacted to create a firm base for new 

paving

Placing the asphalt.  Asphalt base is laid down 

and compacted in 3” “lifts” to ensure new 

pavement is solid. After cooling, a 1” asphalt 

wearing surface will be placed on top.

Bottom: Completed crossing and sidewalk.
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Crossing rebuilding

Clockwise from top left: 

Old, abandoned Lantern Road 

crossing had to be removed to 

align track through the new 

crossing.

With the old highway removed, 

the railroad ditch and drainage 

was re-established.   Nearly 100 

cubic yards of material were 

hauled away.

Bottom. Ditches restored, area 

graded, reseeded and covered 

in straw.

Additional drainage, grading and landscaping work 
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The Lantern Road crossing rebuilding project was accomplished under budget and at lower cost than 

the similarly designed but independently funded and managed construction of the private crossing on 

South 8th Street in Noblesville. That structure cost $74,800 or $468 per linear foot of track while the 

Lantern Road structure cost $41,205 or $375 per track foot or nearly 20% less per track foot.  If the 

$8,000 estimated value of new rail contributed from ITM’s inventory to the project–-value that 

fluctuates daily according to the steel market--is factored into the equation, the difference narrows 

but is still $21 less per track foot.  Actual cost detail and a comparison to the budget for Lantern Road 

is shown in the table below.

Crossing rebuilding

Budgetary analysis and summary of costs – Lantern Road

Lantern Road Rebuilding - 2009
funding provided by HHPA
Skew crossing. Length 110' including sidewalk

Description Estimate Actual

Equipment 5,315$     1,058$     

Disposal 2,400       2,780       

Ties 7,261       7,961       

Other track material (OTM)
2 4,708       4,244       

Welds 900          1,100       

Drainage and conduit 509          361          

Conduit 390          704          

Geotextile 777          730          

Ballast and subballast 3,507       2,332       

Labor
3 9,600       12,835     

Flangeway material 1,400       535          

Surveyor -          765          

Miscellaneous (seed, straw) -          129          

Total track construction 36,767     35,534     

Asphalt paving - total material and labor 5,330       5,671       

Total Lantern Road
4.,5. 42,097     41,205     

Notes

1. Value of equipment, new rail and volunteer time is not included in this

analysis. Value of rail provided based on 11-18-2009 price from

Birmingham Rail Corp. is $8,012

2. OTM (other track material): Spikes, tie plates, rail anchors

3. Comparable labor and equipment quotes. Names available to HHPA on request.

Company A 11,823$       

Company B 22,536

Company C 25,744

4. Actual cost per track foot - Lantern Rd. including rail 447

5. Total funds provided by HHPA 45,000
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Other crossing repair

Above: The first of the Fishers crossings to receive attention in 

2008: 131St. St.

A dip in the road just beyond the railroad left the rail vulnerable to 

being caught by snowplows and lowboy trailers. Note the bend in 

the west rail. 

ITM and Fishers crews removed the asphalt, replaced the defective 

rail and patched the crossing.  All work was accomplished in less 

than 6 hours.

Left: The second Fishers crossing to receive 

work: 126th St. 

Loose timbers were removed the track 

tamped and new asphalt placed by Fishers.

Drainage north of the crossing was also 

improved to extend the life of the repair.

Patching is expected to prolong the life of 

the crossing 3 to 5 years until funding can 

be secured for proper rebuilding.

Patching crossings at 131St Street and 126th Street

Above: Finished patching work on the 

131st. Street crossing.

Below, 126th Street showing completed 

repair work.
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Other crossing repair

Fishers Point Boulevard is a residential crossing heavily 

used by bicyclists and pedestrians.  It was not originally 

in the 2009 plan but the Fishers - ITM partnership was 

working smoothly.  Encouraged,  the Town asked to 

rework this crossing as well. It provided the asphalt 

and, as it did with the other crossings, traffic control.

Work at Fishers Point included changing a defective rail 

and adjusting a track switch improperly built in the 

1990’s by a contractor.  ITM crew works on the switch

Resurfacing Fishers Point Boulevard 

Above: Pipe will carry away subsurface water 

and extend the life of the Fishers Point work.

Fishers Department of Public Works crew places asphalt on the crossing.

Completed Fishers Point Boulevard crossing 

Fishers Point Boulevard before work began.  
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The table below details the expenditures for repairs to additional road crossings funded through the 

assistance of the HHPA.  

These repairs, primarily the replacement of the roadway asphalt, are expected to extend the lives of 

these facilities for 3 to 5 years until funds can be obtained to overhaul them properly.  

Crossing life depends on the nature (the mix of trucks and autos) and the volume of traffic. Average 

crossing life, across all installations is anticipated at 10 to 15 years.

Other crossing repair

Summary of additional crossing work 

Other crossing repairs - 2009
Funded by HHPA

131st. Street - labor including replacing rail 1,020$    

126th. Street - labor 560         

Fishers Point Boulevard

Labor 1,580$    

Surveyor 635         

Total Fishers Point Blvd. 2,215      

Total Other Crossings 3,795      

Total Other Crossing Work Funded by HHPA
,1. 3,795      

Notes

1. Total funds provided by HHPA $45,000
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Other crossing repair

.

ITM funded repairs: Sutherland Ave.; and 22nd St. in 
Indianapolis;  Jackson St. in Cicero

Motorists’ complaints about 

loose timbers and rough 

pavement led to repair work at 

three additional crossings.  

This was funded by ITM.

The most complex project was 

Sutherland Ave. which required 

closing a major thoroughfare, 

and route for school and transit 

buses for three days to replace 

a broken rail and repave a 

section of the crossing.  Total 

cost for this patching work:  

approximately $7,000

Above: crew unbolts one of two defective rails.

Removing the broken rail

Below: Rail removed showing split 

head and base (arrow) completely 

corroded away
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SECTION 4

Other Engineering Projects
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Other engineering projects

Repairs to damage caused by motor vehicles 

Motor vehicle accidents were responsible 

for over $196,000 in damage to railroad 

property in 2009.

Left:   Workers complete installation of a new signal 

relay case destroyed when a driver lost control at 

38th Street and Sutherland Ave., in Indianapolis. 

Cost: $35,000. ITM recovered damages

Center left:  Rail pulled loose from ties and bent by 

truck that missed a turn at a private crossing in 

Noblesville. Cost: $11,000. ITM recovered damages.

Below:  Semi tractor-trailer accident at milepost 11.5 under I-465 bridge. Driver 

of truck carrying liquid propane lost control on curve. Resulting explosion and 

fire damaged track, highway bridge, billboards. Track damage estimated by 

licensed professional engineer retained by ITM to be in excess of $150,000. ITM 

legal counsel currently pursuing claim.
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Other engineering projects

Private crossing installation – Noblesville, IN 

The City of Noblesville and the HHPA 

agreed to the installation of a new private 

crossing. Maintenance was to be an HHPA 

responsibility.

ITM advised those that liability and 

maintenance is customarily the 

responsibility of the licensee and provided 

a sample of a standard railroad industry 

private crossing agreement to the HHPA, 

shown on right. 

The final agreement now places 

maintenance responsibility and future 

costs with the licensee of the crossing.

Specifications for workmanship were 

limited.  Workmanship is the key to 

longevity and freedom from problems.  

ITM developed a site survey and 

specifications adapted from American 

Railroad Engineering and Maintenance 

Association  (AREMA) standards.

It negotiated new engineering 

specifications (blue book) with the 

licensee to ensure good drainage, high 

quality and maintainability of the 

crossing. The result also reduced costs for 

the licensee. 

21 pages

Specifications for the Installation of 

Railroad Grade Crossings

License Number: _________

Rev.:_________

Page 1 of 10

____________________RAILROAD COMPANY

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PRIVATE GRADE CROSSING

This agreement, dated as of this _____ day of _________ , 20______ between

________________RAILROAD COMPANY, a ____________ Corporation, which has

a mailing address at_____________________________________ ("Railroad") and

_____________________ ____________________________having a mailing address

at____________________, _____________, _______ ("Licensee").

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, Licensee has requested a private grade crossing across Railroad's property as

set forth on Exhibit A hereto; and

WHEREAS, the parties have reached accord concerning the terms and conditions for

Licensee's use of a private grade crossing across Railroad's property and desire to reduce

them to writing.

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto, intending to be legally bound, agree as follows:

1. CROSSING

(a) Railroad hereby grants to Licensee, insofar as it has the legal right and its present title

hereby permits, the License to use______________________________ at grade, over the

roadway and track of Railroad at Milepost ____________, located at a point near the Town

of ______________, County of _______________, State of ________, more expressly

shown on the plan hereto attached and made a part hereof, and known as Exhibit A, including

any appurtenances thereto (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Crossing”).

(b) The Crossing shall be a private one, and Licensee shall not permit it to be used except

Above: Noblesville private 

crossing planning survey 

prepared by ITM.

Right: Engineering specifications 

and sample legal agreement 

provided to the HHPA by ITM.

New track in place and ready for asphalt paving.
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Other engineering projects

Original plans for a fiber optic 

cable installation in Arcadia 

would have placed the line in the 

space where the passing track 

had been located.

Cost effectively developing 

tourist transport to this 

community by rail will require the 

ability to use a single engine and 

reposition it for the return trip at 

the opposite end of the train. 

This will require the eventual 

reconstruction of a passing track

A survey of property lines by ITM 

demonstrated the route could be 

relocated at no additional cost, 

keeping open the option for a 

passing track in this location

Develop alternate routing for fiber optic line – Arcadia, IN

Railroad proposed location for Arcadia, IN fiber optic line

Drawn: JSJ     6-2-2009

12’- 6”
Original track centers

17’ – 4  1/4”

Original plan as measured from centerline

16’ – 6”
End of old 8’ tie with 12’-6” track centers

14 ’- 0”
Current industry min. centers

2’ - 4 1/4”

15’- 0”

Fiber optic  location - original plan

18’ - 3”
End of 8’ - 6” tie with 14’ track centers

20’ –3” to  21’ – 3”
Proposed location of line

Total increase from original plan:  
2’ – 10 3/4 ” to  3’ – 10 3/4 ”

10  1/4”

1’ – 9”

10  3/4”
Line buried 

4’ – 6”

to 

5’ – 0”

9”Mainline Future passing track

Location of fiber 
optic line as 
planned

Proposed 

location of fiber 
optic line

Notes:
Routing of line as planned places the cable in conflict with future 
reconstruction of Arcadia passing track.

Locating line 3’ to 4’ west of planned location allows reconstruction and 

permits line to remain within the railroad right of way. See valuation 
map.

Passing track is needed to facilitate economical operation of Hamilton 
County tourism trains terminating in Arcadia. It  permits engine to run to 

opposite end of train eliminating need for engines on bothe ends of train.

Old tie measures 

8’ - 0” long. 
New ties are 

8’- 6”.

Railroad proposed location for Arcadia, IN fiber optic line

Drawn: JSJ     6-2-2009

12’- 6”
Original track centers

17’ – 4  1/4”

Original plan as measured from centerline

16’ – 6”
End of old 8’ tie with 12’-6” track centers

14 ’- 0”
Current industry min. centers

2’ - 4 1/4”

15’- 0”

Fiber optic  location - original plan

18’ - 3”
End of 8’ - 6” tie with 14’ track centers

20’ –3” to  21’ – 3”
Proposed location of line

Total increase from original plan:  
2’ – 10 3/4 ” to  3’ – 10 3/4 ”

10  1/4”

1’ – 9”

10  3/4”
Line buried 

4’ – 6”

to 

5’ – 0”

9”Mainline Future passing track

Location of fiber 
optic line as 
planned

Proposed 

location of fiber 
optic line

Notes:
Routing of line as planned places the cable in conflict with future 
reconstruction of Arcadia passing track.

Locating line 3’ to 4’ west of planned location allows reconstruction and 

permits line to remain within the railroad right of way. See valuation 
map.

Passing track is needed to facilitate economical operation of Hamilton 
County tourism trains terminating in Arcadia. It  permits engine to run to 

opposite end of train eliminating need for engines on bothe ends of train.

Old tie measures 

8’ - 0” long. 
New ties are 

8’- 6”.

Approximate 
right of way 
boundary. 
See 
valuation 
map for 
dimension

Existing ties 
mark location 
of former 
passing track

Approximate 
right of way 
boundary. 
See 
valuation 
map for 
dimension

Existing ties 
mark location 
of former 
passing track

Survey made of planned cable route. Original position would have located it beneath ties 

in foreground, eliminating the ability to construct a future track for reversing the direction 

of trains at Arcadia.

Drawing prepared for engineering firms to show relocating planned cable route would 

eliminate risk of interfering with track, reduce disturbance of old ties and roadbed at no 

additional cost
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Other engineering projects
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Lantern Road Grade Crossing 
Signal Project
JSJ 11-2009
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Lantern Road Grade Crossing 
Signal Project
JSJ 11-2009

The Town of Fishers applied for a grant to install 

automatic signals at Lantern Road. This would permit 

eliminating a stop sign and speed motor vehicle 

traffic flow.

ITM prepared specifications, maps and a vendor list 

for the Town’s engineering department. These were 

used in soliciting budgetary estimates for the grant 

application.

Preparation of grade crossing signal specifications for Town of Fishers

Request for preliminary cost estimate

Grade crossing signals at Lantern Road in Fishers, In.

November 16, 2009

This is not a formal request for proposals. It is for budgetary estimating purposes. Information will be 

used by the Town of  Fishers to prepare a grant request.  If funding is awarded, a formal request for 

proposals will be issued by the Town.

Estimate is needed no later than Friday, November 20, 2009.

Description of Area

See accompanying aerial photo of the site.

Lantern Rd./Commerce Drive is a major local secondary road. Lantern Rd. becomes Commerce Drive 

at the point where it crosses the railroad tracks. In addition to auto traffic and light commercial 

vehicles the road also carries school buses.

Technology Drive serves an office park and feeds into Commerce Drive via a “T” intersection. It sees 

high morning and afternoon traffic volumes.

Road width due to the skew is 50’ at the point where the road intersects the railroad.

The speed limit on Lantern Rd. is 35 mph. 

Description of Current Traffic Flow and Control

The railroad crossing has only passive warning consisting of crossbucks and a stop sign.  

Driver visibility is impeded approaching the crossing from the north due to the curved road and 

skewed intersection between the railroad and the road.  

Approaching the crossing from the south, commercial driveways, intersecting streets and merging 

lanes of traffic require high levels of driver concentration. Passive warning devices can be and are 

often overlooked.

A significant amount of pedestrian traffic moves to nearby shopping and a library.

1 of  3

Request for preliminary cost estimate

Grade crossing signals at Lantern Road in Fishers, In.

November 16, 2009

This is not a formal request for proposals. It is for budgetary estimating purposes. Information will be 

used by the Town of  Fishers to prepare a grant request.  If funding is awarded, a formal request for 

proposals will be issued by the Town.

Estimate is needed no later than Friday, November 20, 2009.

Description of Area

See accompanying aerial photo of the site.

Lantern Rd./Commerce Drive is a major local secondary road. Lantern Rd. becomes Commerce Drive 

at the point where it crosses the railroad tracks. In addition to auto traffic and light commercial 

vehicles the road also carries school buses.

Technology Drive serves an office park and feeds into Commerce Drive via a “T” intersection. It sees 

high morning and afternoon traffic volumes.

Road width due to the skew is 50’ at the point where the road intersects the railroad.

The speed limit on Lantern Rd. is 35 mph. 

Description of Current Traffic Flow and Control

The railroad crossing has only passive warning consisting of crossbucks and a stop sign.  

Driver visibility is impeded approaching the crossing from the north due to the curved road and 

skewed intersection between the railroad and the road.  

Approaching the crossing from the south, commercial driveways, intersecting streets and merging 

lanes of traffic require high levels of driver concentration. Passive warning devices can be and are 

often overlooked.

A significant amount of pedestrian traffic moves to nearby shopping and a library.

1 of  3

Above: Survey made of the planned signal location

Left: Specifications prepared for the Town of Fishers to use in 

soliciting budgetary estimates from vendors for grant application.
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Other engineering projects

A

As part of the I465 redesign process, 

ITM was asked to provide input on 

issues affecting railroad operations 

ITM requested redesign of storm 

drainage facilities. Discharge is 

currently channeled onto the railroad.

Maps, photos descriptions were 

prepared by ITM for INDOT.

N

Invert for drainage 

area outlet. 

Culvert under 

apartment 

complex parking 

lot.

Possible alternate 

drainage route

Culvert under 

RR f ill

Watershed overview.

NN

Invert for drainage 

area outlet. 

Culvert under 

apartment 

complex parking 

lot.

Possible alternate 

drainage route

Culvert under 

RR f ill

Watershed overview.

100’

Hague Rd.
Fishers, IN
Drawn: JSJ  11-2009

N

Hague Road will be resurfaced in  

2010. The Town of Fishers asked for 

assistance rebuilding the deteriorating 

crossing as part of the project. ITM 

prepared  a survey and cost estimates

Fishers consulting engineers and ITM 

worked with INDOT to obtain stimulus 

money for the crossing. Federal rules  

precluded this option.

The HHPA grant writer was able to 

secure funding through the state 

railroad fund.

INDOT planning, crossing grant estimates, flooding reconnaissance

Drainage survey was made for INDOT as part of  the I-465 interchange re-design

Survey was made to determine the cause of Stanley 

property at 75th Street, Indianapolis.

Survey and cost estimates 

were prepared  by ITM to 

support HHPA application for 

Hague Rd. crossing 

rehabilitation funds.

Stanley Security Systems complained about flooding 

on their property east of the railroad between 75th St. 

and Knue Rd in Indianapolis.

ITM prepared a reconnaissance survey, determined 

the cause of the problem and identified both short and 

long range solutions.


